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Employees by company

• Facebook 25,105 (2017)

• GM 180,000 (2017)

• Ford 202,000 (2017)

• Uber 12,000 (2017)
2 million drivers

• McDonalds 375,000 (2016)

• Apple 123,000 (2018)

• Google 85,050 (2018)

• Air BNB 3,100 (2017)
640,000 renters

“The disruption economy” 

Silicon Valley Upstarts



Economists love Uber
• “Uber is the embodiment of what economists would like the economy 

to look like…”
• Prices paid respond instantly to supply & demand 

• Number of passengers, number of cars
Stephen Levitt – U. of Chicago

• Founded in 2009

• Used by 30 million globally

• 60 million trips in July 2016 alone

• Industry destroyer (taxis and private cars)

• Incredible data collector



Economists love Uber
• Questioning the “Demand Curve” – Steven Levitt

• Goal was to estimate a demand curve… show it in the real world

“We never really observe what a consumer is willing to pay for a 
certain good… so we never really observe the consumer surplus 
in a market” – i.e., the “value generated through trade in a 
market” – Stephen Levitt



1804-1866 2016

“In the past 250 years, we really haven’t had any good estimates of consumer surplus” – Steven Levitt



Why Uber allows us to estimate consumer surplus?

• Data reveals whether a person chooses to purchase a trip (or not) at 
difference price levels. Recorded. 

• Exploit changes in prices… marginal and “random” changes that affect 
very similar consumers… observe changes in behavior… identifying 
the “marginal consumers” for every price level… then tracing out the 
entire demand curve across all of those price levels.  

Head of economic research at Uber

Built an algorithm to choose pricing 
for Uber’s app (surge pricing)



Anti-Gauging Laws, Surge Pricing

• 20:00

• Hurricane coming… price spikes on flashlights and batteries.

• Causes markets to break down for 2 reasons: 

(1) People will purchase more than they need, then those that really need them… won’t be able to get them (gas cans 
during Florence). 

(2) If prices were allowed to rise, people from New York might buy cheap flashlights and drive down and sell them in 
North Carolina during a hurricane with a price mark-up… but if prices are not allowed to rise, there is no incentive to 
“enter the supply curve” by those new potential producers.  

• Uber algorithm never lets this breakdown occur… market always forced to 
be in equilibrium (quantity supplied = quantity demanded)



Findings: UberX (80% of total rides)

2015 (extrapolated to the US)… total consumer 
surplus was $7 billion… 

Consumers spent $4 billion… but were willing to 
pay $11 billion.  

For every dollar spent, on average, 1.5 dollars in 
consumer surplus created. 

Drivers earned 2.5 billion. 

Uber earned 1 billion. 

Consumer surplus was large!

In United States Alone:



Discussion about Uber is always negative…

• “People are hurt by Uber:” (25:00) 
• Taxi Cab Drivers

• Approximately $1 billion loss to taxi cab owners 

• Value of medallions dropped approximately ½ 

• Uber destroyed the monopoly, which was taxi cabs, forced competition

• Taxi cab drivers actually not hurt that bad.. They can enter the Uber market
and drive.

• Has driven down the value of medallions (hurts medallion owners). 



28:00:  Jonathan Hall
Head of Economic Research for Public Policy and Legal at Uber 

• The median Uber driver drives 10 hours/week.  In NYC, significantly 
more hours per driver (driven by full-time insurance requirements). 

• Encouraging policies with more flexible requirements on insurance. 

• New type of job – not “full time” or “part time” – a new type of 
freedom in the modern labor market. 

• Moving as fast as it can towards autonomous driving. 



Stephen Levitt (34:00) -

• We estimate an “instantaneous demand curve” – a short term 
horizon.  

• Would prefer to estimate a long-term demand curve.  

• Elasticity of demand estimated is about 0.6  
• Inelastic demand (price effect dominates quantity effect)
• When price increases, revenue increases 
• Requires “large surge pricing” to push consumers to other forms of 

transportation



“Creative Destruction”





What’s next for the “sharing” / “disruption” 
economy? 


